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OVERVIEW OF MBAN SUMMIT 2022
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MBAN SUMMIT

The Malaysian Business Angel Network (MBAN) recently hosted the MBAN
Angel & Corporate Investment Summit 2022, on the 23rd and 24th of June
2022 at MRANTI Park, Malaysia with Cradle Fund (Cradle) and Hong Leong
Bank as the main sponsors with Sarawak Digital Economy Corporation
(SDEC), MRANTI and Sea Capital Management as Unicorn sponsors. The
MBAN Summit 2022 provided a platform for investing and startup
communities as well as friends and partners of MBAN from around the
region in an open dialogue, under one roof to discuss how corporations
and institutional investors can be more involved in the early-stage startup
ecosystem either through investment or adoption.
Taking on the theme - “The Future of Innovation, Investment and
Entrepreneurship” the summit was officiated by YB Dato' Sri Dr Adham Bin
Baba, Minister of Science, Technology and Innovation (MOSTI) and featured
30 guest speakers and panellists, four keynote sessions and fireside chats,
three masterclasses and six panel discussions with over 330 delegates
consisting of the movers and shakers of the early stage investment
community gathered during the two-day summit.
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OPENING
Mr. Alam Lim, President of the Malaysian
Business Angel Network (MBAN) opened
the MBAN Summit on Thursday 23rd
June 2022.
In his opening remarks, Alan Lim who is
also the principal advisor of Nexea
Angels emphasised the importance of
corporate

involvement

in

startup’s

early-stage investment that will further
fuel

the

growth

of

the

startup

ecosystem. He shared that for the past 12 months, MBAN has begun to
onboard more corporate members to join the ever growing MBAN
community and urged delegates to support more corporate and startup
collaboration.

SPECIAL ADDRESS
YB Dato' Sri Dr Adham Bin Baba, Minister of
Science, Technology and Innovation (MOSTI)
in

his

Special

Corporate’s

Address,

instrumental

highlighted

role

and

the

importance of private sector investment
towards

ensuring

development

of

a

the

sustainable

country’s

startup

ecosystem. YB Dato' Sri Dr Adham Bin Baba
described

that

funding

assistance

and

tax

incentives

are

some

components to ensure the advancement and sustainability of Malaysia’s
startup ecosystem, highlighting the importance of the MBAN Summit and
stressed the need for initiatives such as those undertaken by MBAN to
serve as a springboard to spur the growth of angel and corporate
investments into early-stage startups.
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SUMMIT HIGHLIGHTS
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PROGRAMME HIGHLIGHTS
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SUMMIT AGENDA

8

SUMMIT AGENDA
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FIRESIDE CHATS
Two Fireside Chat Sessions were held on Thursday morning, 23 June on the
Future of Innovation, Investment & Entrepreneurship in Malaysia, and on
Friday morning, 24 June on Corporate Tax Incentive. The sessions featured
Dr. Wong Huei Ching of Securities Commission of Malaysia and Owen
Wong of Deloitte, and moderated by Alan Lim and Peter Wee of MBAN
respectively.

KEYNOTES
The summit featured insightful and thought-provoking presentations from
industry expert keynote speakers, Jamaludin Bujang of Gobi Partners who
spoke about identifying and building Unicorns and Naysan Munusamy of
MoneyMatch on how support from all angles – government agencies,
angel and corporate investors are crucial in the development of startups.
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MASTERCLASSES
THE

CORPORATE

INNOVATION

STARTUP:

MACHINES

|

RE-ENGINEERING
RETHINKING

ORGANISATIONS

STRATEGIES:

INTO

INNOVATION

ACCOUNTING
International

speaker

and

author of the Award-Winning
book ”The Corporate Startup”,
Dan Toma through his two
masterclass sessions shed light
on

the

specifics

of

how

corporations could get started
on their journey for adoption of
innovation and how they could
utilise innovation accounting
as a tool to measure and track innovation.
DIGITAL ASSETS
Delegates were introduced to Henry
Chong

of

Fusang,

digital

expert

extraordinaire who highlighted in his
virtual

masterclass

transformation

what

means

and

digital
how

technology is making things simple
and accessible and how embracing
change and innovation is important
for businesses and society.
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PANEL DISCUSSIONS
Six panel discussions took place at the summit featuring industry leaders
and practitioners on various topics.
POLICY DRIVERS FOR THE INNOVATIONS OF TOMORROW
This panel session discussed initiatives
that are being put in place to drive the
growth of innovation and investment
and the role of the government and the
importance of private sector support
and involvement in order for successful
implementation of policies that could
benefit society as a whole.
Panellists: Puan Dzuleira Abu Bakar - Chief Executive Officer of MRANTI,
Dato Fadzli Shah - Chief Executive Officer of MX
Global, Tuan Haji Mohamad Hazani Hassan Chairman of Malaysian Venture Capital and
Private Equity Association.
Moderator: Dr. Sivapalan Vivekarajah Immediate Past President and Council Member
of MBAN & Senior Partner of ScaleUp Malaysia.

CORPORATE INNOVATION AS STRATEGY FOR GROWTH
This session introduced a panel of innovation practitioners who talked
about the importance of having the right strategies in place to spur the
innovation culture within organisations and how having leadership that is
supportive makes such a difference for the scale of adoption.
Panellists: Mr. Shailesh Grover - Chief
Digital & Innovation Officer of Hong
Leong Bank, Mr. Amran Hassan - Chief
Executive Officer of Etiqa Digital
Solutions and Mr. Mohammed Rashdan
- Deputy Group Managing Director of
Gamuda.
Moderator: Mr. Subash Palaniappan Chief Executive Officer of Agile in
Tandem.
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CATCHING A UNICORN: WHAT IS THE WINNING FORMULA?
The delegates heard earlier on from speaker Jamaludin Bujang on what it
takes to raise Unicorns. This panel dived in depth with the who’s who of the
investment ecosystem and took a look at what it takes to catch a unicorn.
Panellists: Encik Taufiq Iskandar- Chief Investment Officer of Penjana
Kapital, Mr. Thinesh Kumar, CEO of Lapasar.
Moderator: Mr. Matt Van Leeuwen - Council Member MBAN & Chief
Innovation Officer, Sunway Group.

ENTER THE NEW FRONTIER: ALTERNATIVE FUNDING
This panel featured operators of some of the best alternative funding
platforms, who provided insights and know-how on how to get started and
the various funding instruments and trends towards alternative financing
that continues to grow, especially shariah compliant financing in P2P.
Panellists: Puan Rafiza Ghazali - Director
Digital Banking of KAF Investment Bank,
Tunku Danny - Founder & Chief
Executive Officer of MicroLeap, Mr Sam
Shafie - Chief Executive Officer &
Co-Founder of PitchIN, and Dr Haniza
Yon - Chief Executive Officer of Global
Psytech.
Moderator: Ms Smita Kuriakose - Senior
Economist of World Bank.
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SHAPING A SUSTAINABLE AND INCLUSIVE FUTURE FOR ALL
The panel addressed the trending topic of sustainability, inclusion and the
ESGs where the panellists discussed how positive returns in
implementation of ESG tend to be long term but in order for impact to be
created, long term investments are
needed. They also touched on some
of the criteria that investors should
look for, in an early-stage or impact
startup such as intent, team, founders
and business acumen.
Panellists: Mr. Zalman Zainal - Chief
Marketing & Communications of Hong
Leong Bank, Ms Margie Ong - Chief
Executive Officer of Thoughts in Gear, Ms Yew Jian Li - Chief Executive
Officer of Citrine Capital.
Moderator: Dr Melissa Foo, Vice President of MBAN and Head of iLabs
Sunway.
CELEBRATING ASEAN ANGEL INVESTMENT
Angel investments in ASEAN countries have seen
stories of success and failures over the years. The
panel shared snapshots of angel investment
trends in their respective countries, while
highlighting the challenges and advantages in
angel investment that are unique to the local
context.
Panellists:
Madam
Nguyen Phi Van from Vietnam Angel Network,
Mr. Phey Teck Moh from AngelCentre Pte Ltd
and joining us virtually from Manila is Mr.
James Lette from Manila Angel Investors
Network.
Moderator: Ms Xelia Tong, Council Member of
MBAN and Managing Partner of Scaleup Malaysia.
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ASEAN EDITION: ENTER THE TIGER’S LAIR
A Special ASEAN Edition of Enter The Tiger’s
Lair, was held at the summit featuring 6
most promising ASEAN startups from the
region. The finalists were selected based on
their promising ability to disrupt markets,
scale within the region and had the backing
of a solid business plan from a competitive
list of eligible startups from the ASEAN Angel
Alliance member countries.
Host: Ms. Elain Lockman, Council Member of
MBAN and Chief Executive Officer, Ata Plus.
Tigers: Dr. Sivapalan Vivekarajah - Immediate Past President and Council
Member of MBAN & Senior Partner of ScaleUp Malaysia, Madam Nguyen Phi
Van - Vietnam Angel Network, Mr. Phey Teck Moh - AngelCentre Pte Ltd and
Dato Patrick Liew - Founder of iCube Innovation.
Startups lineup:

ETTL PITCH SESSION FORMAT
Each startup was given a maximum of 5 minutes pitching time.
Immediately after every pitch, the Tigers were given the opportunity to
provide individual feedback and ask pin-point questions. The Tigers were
then given time to evaluate and input their score into the evaluation form.
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ASEAN EDITION: ENTER THE TIGER’S LAIR - WINNER
Homegrown GK Aqua represented by its
Founder and CEO Giva Kuppusamy made
Malaysia proud by being voted as Champion.
GK AQUA is a pioneer in Freshwater
Aquaculture Biotechnology company formed
to commercialise and implement its cutting
edge technology to improve Freshwater
prawn farming efficiency.

SARAWAK DIGITAL ECONOMY CORPORATION (SDEC)
Memorandum of understanding exchange between the Malaysian
Business Angel Network (MBAN), represented by Mr. Peter Wee, Honorary
Secretary MBAN and the Sarawak Digital Economy Corporation (SDEC)
represented by Mr. Mr.Sudarnoto Osman, Chief Executive Officer SDEC.
This exchange was followed by the announcement and launch of the
Sarawak Chapter of the Malaysian Business Angel Network and the
introduction to its Protem Committee, spearheaded by Dato’ Patrick Liew,
Chairman and Dato Ir.Janang Anak Bungsu, Managing Director of
Konsortium Bumi Consultant and Services, Vice Chairman.
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CLOSING
Mr. Norman Matthieu Vanhaecke, Acting Group Chief Executive Officer of
Cradle Fund, closed the MBAN Summit on
Friday, 24th June.
In his closing remarks, Norman described
the
entrepreneurial culture as an
important foundation for any thriving
economy and society, thus making
access to financing crucial for any
business to succeed. He shared that
Cradle will continue to actively support
the growth and advancement of the startup ecosystem by providing
incentives for private and public investors. He emphasised that the Angel
Tax Incentive is designed to bridge early-stage investment gaps by
encouraging qualified individual investors to invest in early-stage startups
in Malaysia and urged more investors within the country to come forward
to support startups and accelerate their growth.
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OVERVIEW OF MBAN SUMMIT
PARTICIPATION
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TOTAL REGISTRANTS

4

VIRTUAL PLATFORM AUDIENCE ENGAGEMENT BASED ON
CONTENT/MODULE

The above chart and table show the number of clicks or views each content on the
summit virtual platform recorded. Live Streaming recorded the highest number of views at
971 times.
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OVERVIEW OF PR AND DIGITAL
ENGAGEMENT
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SUMMARY OF PR AND DIGITAL ENGAGEMENT
All marketing efforts for the MBAN Summit 2022 campaign were executed
through Social Media Platforms and Email to generate interest, leads and
brand awareness. All leads were directed to the MBAN Summit website to
purchase their passes to the event. Below are the performance results for
each Social Media Platform.

Above is the marketing performance result of the MBAN Summit Campaign that ran for 65
Days on Linkedin. All numbers here are generated organically and considered as 100%
performance as the page was created specifically for the event. Our posts have reached
9870 Linkedin profiles and directed 728 to the MBAN Summit 2022 Website.

Above is the marketing performance result of the MBAN Summit Campaign that ran for 65
days on Facebook. All numbers are generated through organic and paid reach and
considered as 100% performance as the Page was created specifically for the event. Our
posts have reached 500K+ profiles on Facebook through resharing efforts onto relevant
facebook groups and pages, sponsored post boosts and ad placements on the platform.
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Above is the marketing performance result of the MBAN Summit Campaign that ran for 37
days on Facebook. All numbers are generated through organic reach and considered as
100% performance as the Page was created specifically for the event. Efforts to post on
Twitter were cut short due to very low engagement. However, in that duration of 37 days,
our tweets have reached 471 Profiles and incurred 2096 visits to our Twitter profile with only
13 posts.

Above is the marketing performance result of the main MBAN Page @MalaysianAngels
where the general marketing efforts for MBAN is done. With the page being active since
2018, The MBAN Summit 2022 campaign that ran for 66 days improved results for brand
awareness. The MBAN page had reached 66,382 profiles which is a 447.7% increase of
performance compared to previous months. Other than that, in the duration of 66 days,
an additional 109 individuals had liked the page, resulting in 147.7% increase in
performance.
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Above is the Audience Demographic of the followers on the MBAN facebook page. Here, we
understand that the gender majority in interest are male at 74.5% and 25.5% female and
the age group of 25 - 34 being the highest in interest with MBAN’s content. Moreover, the
majority of the followers are located in Wilayah Persekutuan Kuala Lumpur and Selangor
states.

Above is website performance for the MBAN Summit 2022 Campaign. From the launch of
the MBAN Angel & Corporate Summit page - 9400 / 9500 were first time visits with the
Majority from Indonesia, Malaysia and Philippines. The website contents were engaged
with 49K event counts with the top 3 events being the MBAN Summit 2022 page, the About
us (MBAN) page and the Angel Tax Incentive.
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Above are other forms of Digital Marketing efforts carried out under the MBAN Summit
2022 Campaign. The total numbers of emails, community pages on Social media and
Direct messages are displayed on the left with the details for each form of outreach on the
right. All content applied in these forms have directed the audience to the website for
more information and for ticket purchases.
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MBAN Summit 2022 coverage:

https://www.digitalnewsasia.com/digital-economy/mban-summit-2022-highlights-need
-close-early-stage-funding-gap-malaysia
https://moneycompass.com.my/2022/06/30/mban-summit-june22/
https://news.uthm.edu.my/ms/2022/06/uthm-sertai-mban-summit-2022-tingkat-penga
laman-dan-pengetahuan/
https://headtopics.com/my/mban-summit-2022-highlights-need-to-close-early-stagefunding-gap-in-malaysia-27640352
https://biztech.asia/conversations/moneymatch-is-redefining-the-way-people-send-m
oney-abroad/
https://biztech.asia/conversations/dan-toma-on-how-corporates-can-transform-them
selves-into-innovation-engines/
https://biztech.asia/conversations/where-is-malaysia-at-a-deep-dive-into-malaysias-t
ech-startup-ecosystem/
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THANK YOU
The success of the MBAN Summit 2022 would not have been possible
without the support of our partners and sponsors. A special thank you to
all the present MBAN members, network, media and friends for the
neverending support. A big thank you to the MBAN Council members, MBAN
Summit Committee & MBAN Secretariat who put in countless hours and
hard work to bring the hybrid summit to life.

Appendix:
Link to MBAN Summit photos
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1dQOxX_9MjXhK8FPFea7RyeIvrjLoqM
_U?usp=sharing
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